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How to build SMEs with competitive advantage under the 
condition of “uncertainty” – accelerated by Covid-19 and 
global digitalisation? What is the key to catch any potential 
market opportunities?

OBJECTIVE



DEFINITIONS – HAVING THE SAME LANGUAGE 

Digital Economy - incorporates all economic activity reliant on, or significantly enhanced by the use
of digital inputs, including digital technologies, digital infrastructure, digital services and data. It refers to a
broad range of economic activities that use digitized information and knowledge as key factors of production.

Innovation - the implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a 
new marketing method, or a new organisational method in business practices, workplace organisation or 
external relations.

Innovation ecosystem - is the term used to describe the various players, stakeholders, and community members
that are critical for innovation. Each plays a significant role in creating value in the larger ecosystem by
transforming new ideas into reality through access and financial investment.
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BUSINESS INVOLVEMENT IN INNOVATION
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Is the ecosystem (local 
actors) capable of 

supporting start-ups or 
large projects / 

companies that have 
the capacity to cover 

corporate costs?

What is the companies' 
perception on the role / 

impact of innovation 
within the plans for 

“company’s growth”?

How companies organize 
their work in terms of 
innovation, and what 
practices do they use?

How companies budget 
innovation, quality / 
commitment of human 
capital toward new 

knowledge?
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Global Innovation Index (2018-2020) 
– Albania in stable position (83), no major 
improvements in ranking.

Global Competitiveness Index (2020) -
low for innovation capability (110 /141) & R&D 
public spending (126/141):

- Capacity for research, development and innovation 
considered as very low (0.06% of GDP): 

- 15% of companies investing in R&D, the second 
lowest in the region

SME Policy Index (2019) - mid-level 
performer on innovation policy in the region (ranked 
5th out of the 7 Western Balkans economies for this 
dimension).

Regional leader for the operational environment of 
SMEs thanks to improvements in business registration 
& licensing, as well as delivery of public services.

StartupBlink (2020) - innovation 
ecosystem in Albania moved 13 
places up.

IC Survey on Covid-19 (April 2020):

- 75% of companies declared to have used online 
services

- 81% of them stated that will continue to re-use them 
in the future

- 38% of the companies in favour to change their 
investment plan toward online services

According to INSTAT (2017-2019) only 
38% of companies declare to carry out an innovation 
activity, 

- 42.2% companies operating in the service sector

- 34% companies operating in the industry sector

CONTEXT
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 2020 EU Progress Report - Albania has made some progress and is moderately prepared in

developing a functioning market economy. Albania’s competitiveness has improved in infrastructure,

energy, transport and digital communication, but it “is hindered by lack of entrepreneurial and

technological know-how, a significant skills gap, weak institutions and low levels of investment and

infrastructure quality.

 2 November 2021 - The Prime Minister stressed that “nothing prevents us from turning this corner of

Europe into a center of digital services and electronic infrastructure”. Albania has invested a lot and

with great intensity to overcome another era in terms of digital services for citizens”.

 Policy Level - the Albanian Government’s commitment toward digitalization and innovation is already

evidenced across several strategic initiatives and policy documents (regional, national, EU

approximation process, OECD, supported by relevant donor projects)

 Although Albania is participating in many EU programs, it is noted limited access of Albanian

private sector to relevant projects.

CONTEXT



DATA ON ICT SECTOR FISCAL INCENTIVE 2017
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We evidence an increase in the number of companies registered in ICT sector with 46% from year 2018 to 2019, yielding a 

12% of increase in economic activity and 23% in number of employees . 

CONTEXT



IC Questionnaire

Business and 

Innovation

Challenges and 

Opportunities 
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PROFILE OF (75) COMPANIES



Innovation is the Production, Assimilation 

and Utilization of innovations in an 

economic environment

Product, Services, process, marketing, 

organisation process never used before

58 out of 75 interviewed companies 

consider Innovation as driver of growth
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Do you consider innovation as a driver in increasing the company’s revenue? 

(rate from 1 to 5 where 1 = Not at all and 5 = very much)



Most companies have introduced an 

Innovation in product and service, 

specially after COVID19 pandemic 
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Has your company introduced an innovation in the organization in the last three years?



During the last 3 years, how important the following sources of information have been in your 

innovative activities? (rate from 1 to 5 where 1 = Not at all and 5 = very important)

Ideas within company are evaluated as the most 

used, followed by scientific articles and technical 

publications.

Universities are the last source used by companies 

although 86% of companies consider necessary 

cooperation  with them
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Do you use the Innovative services offered by other companies such as POS, ATM, E-banking, 

Online Transfers, etc. (rate from 1 to 5 where 1 = never and 5 = always)

Approximately 86% of companies state 

they use innovative services provided by 

various financial companies always or 

occasionally
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What do you consider to be the 3 main obstacles in the development of Innovative products/ 

services by companies in Albania:

In terms of innovative product 

development, high innovation costs, lack 

of funding, and lack of professionals are 

considered as 3 main obstacles

Despite age in the market high costs of 

innovation are considered as the main 

obstacle by companies
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Does your company have a dedicated fund for employee training?

Meanwhile 55% of companies 

do not have a dedicated fund for 

employee training;

while 38% of companies state 

that they have a dedicated fund, 

regardless of their size
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How do you assess your employees' willingness to acquire new skills? 

Rate from 1 to 5 where 1 = Not at all interested and 5 = very interested

Data confirm readiness of staff 

to gain new knowledge 

67% of companies declared 

high interest of staff to acquire 

new skill 
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What actions does the company take to address the skills shortages of existing employees? 

(choose up to 3 options)

Skills shortages of staff is 

addressed mainly through in-

company reorganization 
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Do you think you are prepared to use the new Fiscalization system (rate from 1 to 5 where 1 

= not at all prepared and 5 = very prepared)

50% of companies are 

not prepared to use this 

system
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ECOSYSTEM

In spite of recent (national, regional and EU) dynamics, 
including fiscal stimulation efforts,  the  leadership and 
coherent approach to innovation in the entrepreneurship 

ecosystem – is still perceived as limited.

There is awareness about the government’s 
significant measures and investments to 

digitalise public services offered to citizens 
and businesses via centralized platforms.

Lack of  granulated data on innovation and 
start-up models. 

No harmonised and simplified information on 
current key innovation stakeholders.

Albanian companies and the entrepreneurship 
ecosystem lack target of  production of  “made in 

Albania” innovation.

Despite some sporadic initiatives, the Triple 
Helix model is not perceived as functional due 
to a lack of  trust between universities and the 

private sector.

I. CHALLENGES 
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Entrepreneurship
and Innovation

Mentality, lack of  trust and knowledge and limited 
availability of  funds perceived as main business 

obstacles in using/producing innovation

Ecosystem of  start-ups is very nascent, the use of new 
technologies and innovative solutions by enterprises is 
low, and the allocation of R&D funds is spontaneous 

with most of the SMEs non-allocating at all any budget

Most of companies confirm that they do not have a 
dedicated fund for training their employees, and 
there is a gap between students’ supply and 

companies’ demand for workforce

Formalisation and well-functioning of  
markets as a precondition for 

investing in innovation

Leading the innovation process – government 
vs private sector and timely response of 

online services

II. CHALLENGES 
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Access to Finance for 
Innovation

Low absorption level of 
available innovation 

funds

Limited business 
awareness on available 

funds to finance 
innovation

The lack of awareness is also 
followed by the gap between 
demand and available type of  

funding supply such as for 
financing start-up

Limited public incentives to increase the 
involvement of  Universities in R&D – also, 
not clearly specified in the ERP 2021-23 
on how this target would be achieved (1% 
of GDP)

Existence of  several instruments not 
integrated into a well-functioning 

instrument and establishment of  a national 
or regional innovation fund – identified 

during Secretariat’s consultations

III. CHALLENGES - ACCESS TO FINANCE 
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DISCUSSIONS
ARE WE READY?
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 KNOWLEDGE MATTERS – ARE WE ABLE TO LEARN FASTER THAN OTHERS? 
Stimulating business exposure to innovative ideas through more education and 
media use?

 How to tackle the “status quoi” using experiment, navigate, pivot, be unique, 
try to mitigate cost?

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE



III. MOMENT FOR REFLECTION

Is it a unique 
moment to discuss 
on  how to move 
faster from "users" 
to "producers" of 
innovation (start-
up companies) e.g. 
in smart 
specialization in 
Agro, Tourism, 
Energy, Health, 
Education.

Access to Finance
– although there 
are some 
initiatives, the level 
of access of SMEs 
to various projects 
or financial 
instruments is still 
low. Ongoing 
initiatives/knowled
ges (regional 
context) requires 
intensification of 
efforts.

Do we need a 
strategy for 
attracting foreign 
capital for digital 
priority sectors to 
mitigate the cost 
of initial start ups 
due to the 
absence of 
potential large 
local investors in 
this sector and 
high initial 
investment cost?

How to better 
influence for CEOs 
invest in using AI, 
platforms, 
upskilling in to 
rewarding the 
value of human 
capital and 
eliminating 
redundant 
activities.
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PROBLEMI
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Agriculture 
Sector

Contributes around 
22% to the VGA

Increased exports 
even during Covid-19 

(14 August 2020)

Fruits/Vegetables/M
APs are well-

positioned in export 
markets

Increase added 
value in agriculture 

exports

Stimulate 
investments in

Agro-processing



THANK YOU!

WWW.INVESTMENT.COM.AL
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http://www.investment.com.al/


About Investment Council in Albania
The Investment Council facilitates the development of mutual trust between the business community and 

the government in Albania and contributes to an incremental institutionalization of effective policy dialogue. 

It contributes to the national reform and economic transition process by enhancing institutions, laws and 

policies that promote market functioning and efficiency.
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